
Sailing Instruction Date: 16/03/2023

SAILING Champions League Qualifier 2023

GENERAL INFORMATION

Overall Organizing Authority: SAILING Champions League GmbH

Organizing Authority: Vilamoura Sailing

1. NOTICES TO COMPETITORS

Notices to competitors will be posted on the official notice board online: Link

2. CHANGES TO NOTICE OF RACE / SAILING INSTRUCTION

Changes to the Notice of Race or the Sailing Instruction (SI) will be posted on the official
notice board (ONB) or distributed to all teams no later than 30 minutes before they will
take effect, except that any change to the time schedule of races will be posted by
21.00hrs the day before it will take effect.

3. SIGNALS MADE ASHORE

Signals made ashore will be displayed on the flagpole. The location of the flagpole will
be posted on the official notice board.

4. GENERAL PROGRAMME (LOCAL TIME)

Erase the table on NoR1 and replace by:

DAY 1

09.00 - 10.00 HRS CHECK-IN

10.00 HRS SKIPPER ́S BRIEFING

11.00 HRS FIRST WARNING SIGNAL

DAY 2 AND DAY 3

https://sailing-championsleague.com/events/qualifier-vilamoura/


TBA SKIPPER ́S BRIEFING

TBA FIRST WARNING SIGNAL

DAY 4

TBA SKIPPER ́S BRIEFING

TBA FIRST WARNING SIGNAL

16.00 HRS LAST POSSIBLE WARNING SIGNAL

16.30 HRS PRIZE GIVING CEREMONY

TBA: To be Announced

5. MARKS

5.1. Marks M1, M2S, M2P, starting mark at the port end and finishing mark at the starboard
end will be robotic inflatable green buoys. This changes NoR Attachment E: Course and
SI17.1.

6. CHANGE OF COURSE

6.1. NoR 15 is deleted.
6.2. The original Marks will be moved to the new position.

7. START

7.1. NoR 17.2 is deleted and replaced with:

17.2 Rule 26 is changed as follows:

 - At least 5 minutes before the starting signal: Attention signal: displaying a
orange flag with white START



 - 3 minutes before the starting signal: Warning signal: displaying a black flag
with white number 3

 - 2 minutes before the starting signal: Preparatory signal: removing the black
flag with white number 3 and displaying a grey flag with white number 2

 - 1 minute before the starting signal: One-minute signal: removing the grey
flag with white number 2 and displaying white flag with black number 1

- Starting signal: removing the white flag with white number 1

8. OFFICIAL BOATS

Official boats will be marked with white flags carrying black letters as follows:

Race committee: white “RC”

Umpire: black flag with “Jury”

Press: “P” or “PRESS” or “Presse”

Repair service: “S” or “Security”

Media / TV: “Media”


